Blue Team Senior Tips for Schedule-Based Rounds

Publish the schedule by **7:50am**
USAs notify nurses once it is published so nurses can notify families.

Start rounds (walk in the room) by **8:50am**
End by **11:20am**
So that you can attend the patient progression huddle and the team can work on high priority tasks

Who calls nurses?
**Mon-Fri** – Case manager / **Sat-Sun** – Attending
If the case manager or attending needs to step away, it is the team’s responsibility to call the bedside nurse.

Who coordinates interpreters?
**Mon-Fri**: Spanish interpreters will arrive at the scheduled time. For other languages, touch base with the case manager as early as possible in the morning.
**Sat-Sun**: Senior submits Epic requests for all interpreters
If in person interpreters are not available on weekends, use the iPad interpreter.

In times of **high census**, discuss with your attending if certain patients can be **taken out of the schedule** and rounded later on with a smaller group.

If the team is running > **30 minutes behind**, skip ahead to the appropriate patient for the time to preserve the schedule. Remember to notify nurses of the change.

We would love your **feedback**!
→ Join us for our weekly check-in on Tuesdays, 1:15pm in the PCU 400 workroom
→ Please fill out a brief survey via email after your rotation

Thank you!